Search strategy

Titel: "The Prevalence And Related Factors Of Fatigue In Patients with COPD – A Systematic Review"

Research question: what is existing knowledge about the prevalence, and related factors of fatigue in patients with COPD

**PubMed**


Entry Terms:
- COPD
- Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
- COAD
- Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease
- Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
- Airflow Obstruction, Chronic
- Airflow Obstructions, Chronic
- Chronic Airflow Obstructions
- Chronic Airflow Obstruction

**PsycINFO**

(Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease OR COPD OR COAD OR Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease OR Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease OR chronic airflow obstruction* OR emphysema).ti,ab.
(Fatigue OR exhaustion OR tiredness).ti,ab.de.

**EMBASE**

exp chronic obstructive lung disease/ or (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease or COPD or COAD or Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease or Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease or chronic airflow obstruction* or emphysema).ti,ab.kw.
AND
exp fatigue/ or (Fatigue or exhaustion or tiredness).ti,ab.

**Cochrane**

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease OR COPD OR COAD OR Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease OR Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease OR chronic airflow obstruction* OR emphysema
AND
Fatigue OR exhaustion OR tiredness

**CINAHL**

(MH "Pulmonary Disease, Chronic Obstructive") OR TI (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease OR COPD OR COAD OR Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease OR Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease OR chronic airflow obstruction* OR emphysema) OR AB (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease OR
COPD OR COAD OR Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease OR Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease OR chronic airflow obstruction* OR emphysema)
AND
( (MH "Fatigue") OR (MH "Mental Fatigue+") ) OR TI ( Fatigue OR exhaustion OR tiredness ) OR AB ( Fatigue OR exhaustion OR tiredness )